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WONDERFUL 
Psalm 139:7-16 
	  
INTRO: Fm / Fm9 Fm | Cm / Cm11 Cm | Ab / Bb/Ab Ab | Eb / / / | 
	  
VERSE 1: 
Eb                                            Ab9                                        
Where can I go from Your spirit 
Eb                                            Ab9 
Where can I flee from Your presence 
Fm7                                       Cm 
Should I go down to the darkness 
Ab                                     Eb2 
Should I go up to the heavens 
                        Ab2       Bb                  Ebma7/G           Abma7 
‘Cause You created me // You knew every single day 
             Fm7       Eb/G      Ab2 
Before one had come to be 
	  
CHORUS: 
         Eb                                        Bbm7 
I am fearfully and wonderfully made 
                                  Fm9 
All Your works are wonderful 
                                  Ab2      Bb(4) 
All Your works are wonderful 
         Eb                                        Bbm7 
I am fearfully and wonderfully made 
                                  Fm9 
All Your works are wonderful 
                      Ab2      Bb(4)    (Fm) 
For You are won   -   der   -   ful 
 
TURN: Fm / Fm9 Fm | Cm / Cm11 Cm | Ab / Bb/Ab Ab | 
	  
VERSE 2: 
Eb                                    Ab9                                        
If I could rise with the dawning 
Eb                                 Ab9                                        
And fly far over the sea 
Fm7                                        Cm11 
Even there Your hand will guide me 
Ab                                            Eb2 
Your hand will always hold me 
                        Ab2       Bb                  Ebma7/G           Abma7 
‘Cause You created me // You knew every single day 
             Fm7       Eb/G      Ab2 
Before one had come to be 
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CHORUS: 
         Eb                                        Bbm7 
I am fearfully and wonderfully made 
                                  Fm9 
All Your works are wonderful 
                                  Ab2      Bb(4) 
All Your works are wonderful 
         Eb                                        Bbm7 
I am fearfully and wonderfully made 
                                  Fm9 
All Your works are wonderful 
                      Ab2      Bb(4)    (Ab9) 
For You are won   -   der   -   ful 
	  
BRIDGE: 
Ab9                                Cm9       Bb(4) 
Even darkness cannot hide me from You 
Ab9                                         Cm9  /  Bb(4) / | 
The night will shine like the day 
Ab9                                Cm9       Bb(4)        Fm11 / / / | Ab2 
Even darkness cannot hide me from You, Lord 
 
CHORUS A: 
         Eb5                                        Bbm9 
I am fearfully and wonderfully made 
                                  Fm9 
All Your works are wonderful 
 
CHORUS: 
         Eb                                        Bbm7 
I am fearfully and wonderfully made 
                                  Fm9 
All Your works are wonderful 
                                  Ab2      Bb(4) 
All Your works are wonderful 
         Eb                                        Bbm7 
I am fearfully and wonderfully made 
                                  Fm9 
All Your works are wonderful 
                      Ab2      Bb(4)    (Eb) 
For You are won   -   der   -   ful 
 
OUTRO A: Eb / / / | Bbm7 / / / | Fm11 / / / | Ab / Bb / | 
                                                                   You are wonderful 
 
OUTRO B: Fm / Fm9 Fm | Cm / Cm11 Cm | Ab / Bb/Ab Ab | Eb 




